Various versions of the shortest common superstring problem play important roles in data compression and DNA sequencing.
Only recently, the open problem of how to approximate a shortest superstring given a set of strings was solved in (Blum et al., 1991; Li, 1990) . Blum et al. (1991) shows that several greedy algorithms produce a superstring of length O(n), where n is the optimal length. However, a major problem remains open: can we still linearly approximate a superstring in polynomial time when the superstring is required to be consistent with some given negative strings, i.e., it must not contain any negative string? The best previous algorithm, GroupMerge given in (Jiang and Li, 1993; Li, 1990) , produces a consistent superstring of length fI(n log n). The negative strings make the problem much more difficult and, as we will show, a greedy-style algorithm cannot achieve linear approximation for this problem. We present polynomial-time approximation algorithms that produce consistent superstrings of length O(n), for two important special cases: (a) when no negative strings contain positive strings as substrings; (b) when there are only a constant number of negative strings. The algorithms are obtained by making an essential use of the Hungarian algorithm, which can find an optimal cycle cover on weighted graphs.
The other main objective of this paper is to analyze the performance of some greedy-style algorithms for this problem. Due to their time efficiency and simplicity, greedy algorithms are of -\ practical importance.
We introduce a new analysis showing that when no negative strings contain positive strings, a greedy algorithm achievesb (rF) and O(n) if the number of negative examples is further bounded by some constant.
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Introduction
Given a finite set of strings, the shortest common superstring problem is to find a shortest possible string s such that every string in the set is a substring of s. In a more general setting, given a finite set of positive strings and a finite set of negative strings, the shortest consistent superstring problem is to find the shortest possible string s such that every positive string is a substring of s and no negative string is a substring of s.
A solution of the latter problem implies a solution to the former problem. Both problems have applications in data compression practice and DNA sequencing procedures [S, 9,12,13] . The former problem is well-known. The latter problem occurs when merging certain strings is prohibited.
For example, in a shot-gun DNA sequencing procedure, certain combinations of fragments make no biological sense and are thus excluded. This problem is especially important in the recently developed DNA sequencing by hybridization (SBH) technique [2, lo] . In an SBH procedure, a biochemist first tests the membership of a large number of oligonucleotide probes (i.e., short strings of nucleotides) in the target sequence and then tries to infer the target sequence. The second step is essentially to construct a superstring consistent with the observed membership of the oligonucleotides. The latter problem can also be formulated as a learning problem: given a set of positive examples, as substrings of a string to be learned, and a set of negative examples, as strings that are not substrings of the string to be learned, finding a short consistent superstring implies efficient learning in Valiant's PAC learning model C6,9,161. Both problems are NP-hard [3, 4] . Only recently, the open problem of how to approximate a shortest common superstring with constant factors has been partially solved in [6, 9] and completely solved in [l] . [l] shows several greedy algorithms produce a superstring of length O(n) for a given set of strings, where n is the optimal length. But it is not known how such algorithms would perform in the presence of negative strings. The Group-Merge algorithm in [6, 9] actually works even in the presence of negative strings. But that algorithm only achieves an O(nlogn) approximation.
It turns out that negative strings are very hard to deal with. We can show that none of the above algorithms achieve linear approximation.
In particular, we will give an R(n'.5) lower bound for the greedy algorithms. An R(nlogn) lower bound for Group-Merge is shown in [6] . Thus we have to develop new algorithms and new proofs to solve the question. Remember a linear approximation algorithm for the shortest consistent superstring problem is also a linear approximation algorithm for the shortest common superstring problem. We give polynomial-time approximation algorithms that produce a consistent superstring of length O(n) for several important special cases, viz., (a) when no negative strings contains positive strings and (b) when there are only a constant number of negative strings. This implies a log n multiplicative factor improvement on the sample complexity for string learning [6] , when the negative examples satisfy one of these special properties. Case (a) is interesting in practice since it corresponds to the situation when restrictions are imposed on the merging of a pair of input strings. Also the assumption seems to hold in an SBH procedure since the strings involved (i.e., oligonucleotides) usually have roughly the same length [lo] . Case (b) arises in a shot-gun DNA sequencing procedure where usually only a limited number of combinations are disallowed. The algorithms all rely on the Hungarian algorithm to find optimal cycle covers on some weighted graphs derived from the input strings in their first stages.
Our other main goal is to study greedy algorithms, because of their practical importance. Although we have obtained a polynomial-time algorithm that linearly approximates the shortest consistent superstring for several important special cases, the polynomial power is too large to be practical. For example, it is not uncommon that we are given lo6 strings of 100 characters to compress. Simple greedy algorithms running in O(mZ,,,logm) time [14, 15] , where m and I,,, are the number and maximum length of input strings, would require about 10' steps. On a supercomputer this, say, takes one second. However Group-Merge would take a million seconds on the same computer, and our new polynomial algorithms would take billions of seconds to finish the task. Remember also, due to their simplicity and efficiency, greedy algorithms are actually implemented and are used routinely by computers or human hands in biochemistry labs and elsewhere. It is thus of great interests to study the performance of greedy algorithms in the presence of negative strings. In Section 4, we will introduce a new method for analyzing greedy algorithms and show that when no negative string contains positive strings as substrings, a greedy algorithm achieves O(n4j3) approximation and, moreover, when there are only a constant number of such negative strings it achieves O(n) approximation. We also conjecture that the greedy algorithm actually achieves O(n) when no negative string contains positive strings and hope that some of the analysis techniques developed in this paper will be useful in proving such a linear bound.
Preliminaries
Let P = {si , . . . , s,} be a set of positive strings and N = {tl, . . . , tk} a set of negative strings, over some alphabet C. Without loss of generality, we assume that sets P and N are "substring free", i.e., no string si (or ti) is contained in any other string sj (or tj, respectively). Moreover, we assume that no negative string ti is a substring of any positive string sj. A consistent superstring for (P, N) is a string s such that each si is a substring of s and no ti is a substring of s. In this paper, we will use n and OPT(P, N) interchangeably for the length of a shortest consistent superstring for (P, N). Our goal is to find a consistent superstring for (P, N) whose length is as close to OPT(P, N) as possible.
Since it is NP-hard to decide if (P, N) has a consistent superstring if we require a superstring s to be a string over the same alphabet Z [7] , in this paper we will allow s to be a string over Cu { #}, where # $C is a delimiter symbol, so that a trivial consistent superstring (i.e., si #s2 # ... #sm} always exists. Note that this assumption is actually consistent with some practice. E.g. when compressing a set of strings into a single superstring, we can always introduce new delimiters if necessary. Most of the following definitions are introduced in [l] . For two distinct strings s and t, let v be the longest string such that s=uv and t =vw. We call (VI the (amount of) overlap between s and t, and denote it as ov(s, t). Furthermore, u is called the preJx of s with respect to t, and is denoted pref(s, t). We call / pref(s, t) I= / u 1 the distance from s to t, and denote it as d(s, t). So, the string uuw =pref(s, t) t, of length d(s, t) + It I = 1s I + 1 t I-ou(s, t) is the shortest superstring of s and t in which s appears (strictly) before t, and is also called the merge of s and t and denoted m(s, t). It is useful to extend the above definitions to also include the case s = t. The se(f-overlap of a string s, denoted ou(s, s), is the length of the longest string v such that s = uu = VW for some nonempty strings u and w. The extension of the other definitions is straightforward.
For si,sjEP, we will abbreviate pref(si,sj) to simply pref(i, j).
Thefactor of a string s, denotedfactor is the shortest string u such that s = uiv for some positive integer i and prefix u of u (v may be null). is a fully periodic string with factor(s,,)=ab and period(q,) = 2, s1 = ababababacc is a prefix-periodic string with periodic prefix ui = ababababa and non-periodic suffix vi =cc, and s2 = bbbbabababab is a suffixperiodic string with non-periodic prefix u2 = bbb and periodic suffix v2 = babababab. Two strings are equivalent if they are cyclic shifts of each other. Two fully periodic strings are compatible if they have equivalent factors. Two prefix-(or suffix-) periodic strings are compatible if one of their periodic prefixes (suffixes, resp.) is a suffix (prefix, resp.) of the other, and one of their non-periodic suffixes (prefixes, resp.) is a prefix (suffix, resp.) of the other. Informally speaking, two periodic strings have a "large" overlap if and only if they are compatible. Note that compatibility is an equivalence relation.
For example, string si = abababababc is compatible with s2 = bababababcd, but not with sj = abababababac and sq = bababababdd. Given a list of strings si,, si,, . . . , sir,we define the superstring s = (Si,, . . , Si,) to be the string pref(iI, iz)pref(iz, i3 
. , last(t)).
Observe that since P is substring-free, a shortest common superstring for P must be (si,, . , . , Si,) for some permutation (ii, . . . , i,). However, this is not true when there are negative strings, i.e., a shortest consistent superstring for (P, IV) may not be (si, , . . . , Si,) for any permutation (i1, . . . , i,), since adjacent strings in the superstring may or may not be maximally overlapped.
For any weighted digraph G, a cycle cover (or path cover) of G is a set of vertex-disjoint cycles (or paths, resp.) covering all nodes of G. (A cycle cover is called an assignment in [l] , due to the fact that its linear programming form is the same as the well-known assignment problem in operations research.) The cover is said to be optimal if it has the smallest weight. Denote the weight of an optimal cycle cover of graph G as C YC(G). We will consider cycle covers on a weighted complete digraph GP derived from the positive strings. Digraph GP = (V, E, d) has m vertices V= ( 1, . . . , m}, and mz edges E = {(i, j): 1 <i, j< m}. Here we take as weight function the distance d( ,): edge (i, j) has weight w(i, j)= d(si, sj), to obtain the distance graph. The string represented by a path ir, . . . , i, is (si,, . . . ,si,). As observed in Cl], we have
CYC(G,)<OPT((P,@).
Denote by w(c) the weight of a cycle c. For convenience, define the length of a cycle c, denoted I(c), to be its weight and the length of a path p = il, . . . , i,, denoted l(p), to be
Throughout this paper, by a path (or cycle) we mean a simple path (or cycle), unless otherwise specified.
Linear approximation: two special cases
In this section we present polynomial time algorithms which produce a consistent superstring of length O(n), where n is the optimal length, for two special cases: (a) when no positive string is a substring of any negative strings; and (b) when there are only constant number of negative strings.
The best previous algorithm for shortest consistent superstrings is Group-Merge introduced in [6, 9] , which achieves f?(n log n) approximation [6] . The lower bound in fact holds for N = 0. Thus Group-Merge does not work well for the special cases that we are interested in. Although we suspect that greedy algorithms may achieve linear approximation in these special cases, so far we can only prove an upper bound 0(n413) (to be presented in next section). Thus we must search for new algorithms. Our departure point is the algorithm Concat-Cycles which is used to find a common superstring of length O(n) in Cl], when there are no negative strings. The essence of Concat-Cycles is the Hungarian algorithm [ 1 l] which can find an optimal cycle cover for any given weighted digraph. But, [l] did not need the full power of the Hungarian algorithm. We will fully utilize its power.
When no negative strings contain positive ones
In this subsection, we show that when no negative strings contain positive strings as substrings, an algorithm can achieve linear approximation. This special case is natural, it corresponds to the restrictions that we impose on the merges of input strings. In some practice, we may want to forbid some "bad merges" to happen.
As mentioned above, our algorithm works in a way similar to Concat-Cycles [l] and uses the Hungarian algorithm to find an optimal cycle cover on the distance graph derived from the input strings. It is shown in [l] that if we have an optimal cycle cover of the distance graph, then opening each cycle into a path arbitrarily and simply concatenating the strings associated with the paths yields a superstring of length O(n). We informally describe the construction of our algorithm. Let P = (sr , . . , s,} and N={t 1, . . . , tk}. First construct the distance graph GP for the positive strings as defined in Section 2, except that for each pair i, j such that m(si, sj) contains a negative string we remove the edge (i, j) from G,. Note that, since no negative strings contain any positive strings, each path in the new GP corresponds to a string consistent with N. Several problems need to be solved: (i) GP may not have a cycle cover; (ii) even if GP has a cycle cover, it is not clear if
which is essential to achieving an O(n) bound on the length of superstring produced. (i) is easy to solve. We can just add a sufficient number of the delimiter nodes (called # nodes) to Gp. Each such node represents a delimiter #. We set the weights as follows: w( #, # ) =0 and for each node, i w(i, #) = lsil and w( #, i) = 1. Call the resulting graph Gp#. Clearly G,, always has a cycle cover. Note that the use of delimiter nodes is consistent with our definition of a superstring.
Also observe that C YC(G,,) < C YC(G,) if the latter exists, as we can always let the delimiter nodes form a cycle with zero weight.
But it is still not obvious that CYC(G,,)=O(n).
The reason is that in a shortest consistent superstring, two adjacent strings may or may not be maximally overlapped and maximally overlapping two strings sometimes prevents better arrangement, because of the presence of negative strings. So (ii) is resolved by considering a special form of consistent superstrings.
First observe that for any pair of strings s and t, ifs is not suffix-periodic and t is not prefix-periodic, then there is at most one way of overlapping s and t with s in front to achieve a large amount of overlap (i.e., > 3max { 1 s I,[ t /}/4). Thus, if the overlap between s and t is large, then the overlap must equal ov(s, t). Now define a normal superstring for (P, N) to be a superstring of the form: u1 # u2 # ... # uI, where each Ui is either Si or m(si, sj) for some i #j. Denote the length of a shortest normal consistent superstring for (P, N) by OPn(P, N).
Lemma 1. If P does not contain any periodic strings, then OPTl(P, N)= O(n).
Proof. Let s be a shortest consistent superstring for (P, N). Order strings sr. . . . , s, according to their first occurrences in s. Suppose the sequence is sil, . . . , Si; Cut the sequence into segments maximally from left to right such that each segment satisfies Observe that in the proof of above lemma, for each segment j= ajr . . . , bj, Caj, . . . 9 bj) = m(aj, bj), since P is substring-free and the strings in the segment are overlapped by a large amount. Thus the constructed consistent superstring u in fact corresponds to a Hamiltonian path on G& and the lemma implies that if P does not contain any periodic strings, then
Although we can actually show that the above result holds for any set P of strings, we do not need the stronger result here since we will process the periodic strings separately anyway, for some other reason.
Before we formally present our linear approximation algorithm, we need to describe a simple greedy algorithm Greedy 1, which is a straightforward extension of the algorithm Greedy discussed in [ 1, 14, 15] .
Algorithm Greedy 1 1. Choose two (different) strings s and t from P such that m(s, t) does not contain any string in N and ou(s, t) is maximized. Remove s and t from P and replace them with the merged string m(s, t,). Repeat Step 1. If such s and t could not be found, go to Step 2. 2. Concatenate the strings in P, inserting delimiters # if necessary. Our approximation algorithm combines Greedy 1 and the Hungarian algorithm: 1. Put the fully periodic strings in P into set X1, the prefix-periodic strings into set X,, the suffix-periodic strings into set X3, and other strings into set Y. 2. Divide X1,X,, and X3 further into groups of compatible strings. Run Greedy 1 on each group separately. 3. Construct the graph Gy# as described above. Find an optimal cycle cover of Gy#. Open each cycle into a path and thus a string. 4. Concatenate the strings obtained in steps 2 and 3, inserting #'s if necessary.
Theorem 2. Given (P, N), where no string in N contains a string in P, the above algorithm produces a consistent superstring for (P, N) of length O(n).
Proof. (Sketch) We know from the above discussion that the optimal cycle cover found in step 3 has weight CYC(G,,) =O 
(OPTI(Y, N))=O(OPT(Y, N))=O(n).
Since the strings in Y are non-periodic, it is easy to show that their merges are at most 4-periodic. The strings that are at most 4-periodic do not have large self-overlap. More precisely, ou(s, s) ~41 s1/5 for any s that is at most 5-periodic. Thus opening a cycle into a path can at most increase its length by a factor of 5. This shows the strings obtained in Step 3 have a total length at most 5 CYC(G,,)=O(n). Now we consider the strings produced in Step 2. Let U1, . , U, be the compatible groups for X2. (The proof for X1 and X3 are similar.) It follows from Lemma 9 in [l] that for any two fully periodic strings x and y, if x and y are incompatible, then ou(x, y) <period(x) + period( y). By our definition of periodicity, for any
Thus, informally speaking, strings belonging to different groups do not have much overlap with each other. It can be shown by a calculation as in the proof of Lemma 1 that we can afford losing such "small overlaps" in constructing an O(OPT (X2, N) ) long consistent superstring for (X,, N), since replacing each such overlap with a plain concatenation in a shortest consistent superstring for (X,, N) will at most increase its length by a factor of 8. Hence we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3. ~~=,0PT(U,,N)=O(OPT(X2,N))=O(n).
To complete the proof, it suffices to prove that Greedy 1 produces a consistent superstring of length O(OPT(Ui,N)) for each group Ui. A key observation in this proof is that because the strings in Ui are all compatible with each other, the large overlaps are unique in the following sense: for any s, TV Ui, if m(s, t) does not contain any negative examples, then ov(s,t) must occur in the construction of a shortest consistent superstring. Thus, Greedy 1 can actually identify all the correct (i.e., used in the construction of a shortest consistent superstring) large overlaps and perform the corresponding merges. Greedy 1 will ignore all the small overlaps (including the correct ones) and replaces them with concatenation.
But this is fine as observed before. 0
Remark. Since the Hungarian algorithm runs in 0(m3) time on a graph of m nodes, our algorithm has time complexity 0(m31maX), where I,,, is the maximum length of the input strings.
With constant number of negative strings
In this section, we consider the case 1 N 1 <c, for some constant c. However here we allow any kind of negative strings. We present a linear approximation algorithm for this special case. A sketch of the construction of our algorithm is given below. Again, given input (P, N) with ( N I d c, we remove the periodic strings from P and process them separately to obtain a consistent superstring of length O(n) for these periodic strings, as shown in the previous subsection. So from now on assume that P does not contain any periodic strings.
Let GP be the distance graph for P as defined in Section 2. Again obtain the graph Gp# by adding a sufficient number of delimiter nodes to Gp. Now we have to find an optimal cycle cover of Gp# that is consistent with N, i.e., each cycle should not contain a path whose associated string violates the negative strings in N. Let C YC(Gp, , N) denote the weight of an optimal consistent cycle cover of graph Gp#. By the proof of Lemma 1, we have
CYC(Gp#, N)<OPTI(P, N)=O(n).
It is not easy to find an optimal consistent cycle cover directly. So our construction has to utilize the fact that 1 N ( d c. Our main idea is to make many (but polynomial number) copies of G,, ; each is slightly modified (some edges deleted) according to the negative strings. The graphs are constructed so that the inconsistent cycle covers are prevented. In other words, in these graphs, every cycle cover is consistent with N. We also want these graphs to give all possible consistent cycle covers of Gp# collectively. Thus by running the Hungarian algorithm on each of them we can find an optimal consistent cycle cover of Gp#.
We describe how to construct these graphs. Consider a negative string t. Observe that there may be many paths in Gp# violating t. We have to prevent them all. Let zl, . . . , i, be the path (not necessarily simple) with maximum number of nodes in Gp# such that (Si,, . . . , Si,) is contained in t. Observe that the path is unique. Let P1 include the strings in P such that merging any string in P1 to the left of (si,, . . , s,,)
would cover a prefix of t and, let P2 include the strings in P such that merging any string in P2 to the right of (si,, . . . , Sir> would cover a suffix of t. For convenience, let siO denote a string in PI and Si,,, denote a string in P2 generically. The following lemma essentially says that in each consistent cycle cover of Gp#, the path iO, il, . . . , i,, i,, 1 has to be completely broken.
Lemma 4. Each consistent cycle cover of Gp+ can be transformed into one without increasing the weight such that there is an index 06 j<r such that none of the edges of the form (i,, ib), where a< j< b and m(si,, sib)= (si,, .,. ,siJ, are used in the cover.
Proof. Let C be a consistent cycle cover of Gp#. We transform C and find the index j as follows.
If C has no edge of the form (iO, i,), where a >O and m(sio~Si,)=<Sio~~~~~ Si,), then we can simply choose j= 0. Otherwise let (iO, i,) be such an edge. We can "transfer" all the vertices il, . . . , i,_ 1 to this edge without increasing the weight. Then we check if the edge from i, in C is of the form (i,, ib), where b > a and If not, then we let j=a. Otherwise we repeat the above procedure. The whole process must terminate before we reach index ir+l since C is consistent with t. 0 Thus, for the negative string t, we construct r + 1 <m= IPI graphs Gp, G:, . . . , GF from Gp# by deleting some edges. We make sure that in each Gj, all the edges (i,, ib) satisfying the condition in the above lemma are broken. Thus each cycle cover of Gj is consistent with the string t. By the lemma, there exists some j such that an optimal consistent cycle cover of Gj is also an optimal consistent cycle cover of Gp#. Then starting again from each Gj, we repeat the above procedure for another negative string, constructing more graphs. This eventually gives us at most mc graphs. One of such graphs must contain an optimal consistent cycle cover of G,, .
So the last step of our algorithm is to run the Hungarian algorithm and obtain an optimal cycle cover for each of these graphs, and choose a cycle cover with the minimum weight. By the above discussion, the chosen cycle cover is an optimal consistent cycle cover of Gp#. Then we simply open the cycles into paths and concatenate the corresponding strings. Since the strings are non-periodic, this results in a superstring of length at most 5C YC(Gp, , N)d 5n.
Theorem 5. Given (P, N) with 1 N) <c for some constant c, the above algorithm outputs a consistent superstring of length O(n).
Remark. It is possible to give an alternative proof of the above theorem using overlap properties of negative strings when opening cycles, but this analysis would give a higher approximation factor.
Greedy solutions
Our main objective is to analyze the greedy-style algorithms in the presence of negative strings. This, we believe, will also better our understanding about the original shortest common superstring problem. Because of their simplicity, time-efficiency, and appeal to common sense, greedy algorithms are routinely used in computer programs and by human hands. For example, greedy algorithms usually run in O(mlmax log m) time [14, 15] , where m and Z,,, are the number and maximum length of input strings, whereas our new algorithms and Group-Merge would require at least O(m31,,,J time.
In practice, it is possible to have a large number of input strings, and in such cases, it is infeasible to use algorithms with time complexity Q(m'1,,,). This makes greedy algorithms the only practical algorithms known so far.
Although greedy algorithms can achieve O(n) approximation when there are no negative strings, our next theorem shows that generally they do not work well when negative strings are present. For simplicity, we just prove a lower bound for the algorithm Greedy 1 described in the previous section.
Theorem 6. For some input (P, N), Greedy 1 produces a super-string of length Q(n'.5).
Proof. We will construct two sets of strings P, N to force Greedy 1 to output a superstring of length 8(n'.5). The true shortest superstring in our mind is: b"ak # akbn Thus the first pair of strings in P will merge (wrongly) to ab"a, negative strings a*b"a and ab"a* will prevent further merge to ab"a. Then the second pair in P will merge to aZbn-*a*, and so on.
Thus we will end up with & strings of form a'bja' with total length S2(n',5). Because of negative strings in N, they must be concatenated to a final string of length R(n',5). q
If we inspect the construction in the above proof carefully, we observe that some positive strings are substrings of negative strings. Such positive strings trick Greedy 1 into bad traps. If we forbid such things to happen, can a greedy algorithm do better?
The answer turns out to be positive. Our result will show that negative strings which contain positive strings are essentially responsible for the bad cases. In the following, we present a greedy algorithm which produces a consistent superstring of length 0(n4'3), when no negative string contains positive strings. (Recall that we have given an O(n) approximation algorithm for this special case in Section 3, with time complex ity 0(m31,,,) .) The algorithm combines Greedy 1 with another algorithm Mgreedy 1, which is a straightforward extension of the algorithm Mgreedy in [l] . We first describe Mgreedy 1.
Algorithm Mgreedy 1
1. Let (P, N) be the input and T be empty.
2. While P is non-empty, do the following: Choose s, REP (not necessarily distinct) such that m(s, t) does not contain any string in N and ou(s, t) is maximized. Ifs # t, then remove s and t from P and replace them with the merged string m(s, t). If s = t, then just move s from P to T. If such s and t could not be found, move all strings in P to T.
3.
Concatenate the strings in T, inserting delimiters # if necessary. It is not easy to prove a nontrivial upper bound on the performance of Greedy 1, nor is it easy for Mgreedy 1. The trouble maker again is the periodic strings. So we will consider an algorithm which processes the periodic and non-periodic strings separately:
1. Put the fully periodic strings in P into set X1, the prefix-periodic strings into set XZ, the suffix-periodic strings into set X3, and other strings into set Y. 2. Divide X,, X,, and X3 further into groups of compatible strings. Run Greedy 1 on each group separately. 
Theorem 7. Given (P, N), where no string in P is a substring of a string in N, the above algorithm returns a consistent superstring of length O(n4'3).
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 2, the strings produced in Step 2 have total length O(n). So it remains to analyze Step 3. Let sy be a shortest consistent superstring for (Y, N). Then clearly lsyl dn. Again observe that the strings in Y do not have a long periodic prefix or suffix. Thus, for any two strings s and t there is at most one way of overlapping them to achieve a large amount of overlap (i.e., >/3 max{lsi, 1 tl}/4). The proof of the O(n) bound for Mgreedy in [l] essentially uses the fact that Mgreedy actually selects the edges (representing merges) following a Monge sequence on the distance graph derived from the given strings. (For a definition of Monge sequences see, e.g., [S] .) Thus Mgreedy first finds an optimal cycle cover of the distance graph. However, with the presence of negative strings, a distance graph may or may not have a Monge sequence. (The negative strings forbid some edges.) Thus we have to use a different strategy. Our analysis scheme can be roughly stated as follows. Again consider the distance graph G, and view Mgreedy 1 as choosing edges in the graph. When Mgreedy 1 merges two strings s and t, it chooses the edge from last(s) to jrst(t). Initially, we fix a path cover V on GY such that the total length of the paths in $9 is O(lsyl). We analyze Mgreedy 1 on Y with respect to the initial cover V. As Mgreedy 1 merges strings, we update the cover by possibly breaking a path into two or joining two paths into one or turning a path into a cycle. The merges performed by Mgreedy 1 are divided into several classes. A merge is correct if it chooses an edge in some current path or cycle. Otherwise the merge is incorrect. An incorrect merge is a jump merge if it breaks two potential correct merges simultaneously.
Suppose in a jump merge Mgreedy 1 chooses an edge (x,y). Let x' be the current successor of x and y' the current predecessor of y, in their respective paths/cycles. That is, the choice of edge (x, y) prevents us from choosing the edges (x, x') and ( y', y) in the future.
Then the merge is good if m( y', x') does not contain any negative string. Otherwise the merge is bad. Clearly the type of a merge performed by Mgreedy 1 depends on the initial cover %' and how we update paths and cycles. We will use the following updating rule. Suppose that Mgreedy 1 chooses an edge (x, y).
Case 1:
The merge is correct. No change.
Case 2: The merge is a good jump. . , b, x, y, g, . . . , h, c, . . , d, and The following lemma [14, 15] implies that only bad jump merges can increase the total length of paths/cycles. 
d(x, y) + d(y', x')<d(x, x')+ d(y', y).
Our objective is to show that when Mgreedy 1 terminates, the total length of paths/cycles is O(IS~~~/~). This is achieved by first proving an upper bound 0(1%?13'2) on the total number of bad jump merges performed by Mgreedy 1. For this, we actually need the initial path cover '% to satisfy two more conditions:
(i) all jump merges performed by Mgreedy 1 are bad with respect to %7; (ii) the strings in each initial path must overlap "a lot", i.e., the overlap must be at least 11/12 of their maximum length. Proof. The superstring sy naturally defines a cover g0 consisting of a single path of length Isrl. We now consider merges performed by Mgreedy 1 on Y with respect to gO, but paying attention only to good jump merges. When there is a good jump merge, we rearrange the path/cycles as in above Case 2. This will not increase the total length of paths/cycles. At the end of the process, we open each cycle into a path. Since the strings in Y are non-periodic, the total length will at most be increased by a factor of 6 as discussed in the proof of Theorem 2. Let %'i denote the resulting path cover. Then if we use %i as the initial cover and update the paths/cycles according to the above rule, all jump merges performed by Mgreedy 1 Y will be bad. 0
We then refine %?i to satisfy the second condition: Divide each path into subpaths such that (i) the first and last strings of each subpath overlaps by at least 22/23 of their maximum length;
(ii) the first strings of two adjacent subpaths overlaps by less than 22/23 of their maximum length. Observe that the strings belonging to a same subpath are of roughly the same length: The longest to shortest ratio is at most 24/22. Hence every pair of strings in a subpath overlap by at least 22/24 = 1 l/12 of their maximum length. Let g2 denote the resulting cover and 1, denote its total length. It follows from the proof of Lemma 1 that 10=O(Isy(). Now we bound the number of bad merges using V2 as the initial path cover. From now on, by a path, we mean an initial path in g2. It is not hard to see that since there are no good jump merges, now a correct merge actually chooses an edge that exists in some (initial) path. Thus a bad jump merge breaks two edges, both exist in some (initial) paths. Also note because Mgreedy 1 always chooses a largest overlap, the overlap achieved in a bad jump merge is no less than the two broken "correct" overlaps.
Lemma 10. No bad merge can involve two strings from a same path.
Proof. Because strings in a path overlap "a lot", if a bad merge happens within the path, the sandwiched strings would be periodic and thus a contradiction. 0
If Mgreedy 1 performs a bad merge m(s, t), we say that string$rst(t) interferes with string last(s) and call the merge an interference. If a string from a path A interferes with a string from a path B, we say that A interferes with B. By above lemma, all interferences are between different paths. Again, in the following by a large overlap we mean one with length at least 3/4 of the maximum length of the two involved strings.
The next lemma shows that if path A interferes with path B, then strings in A have large overlaps with strings in B. The lemma should also explain why we want the overlap ratio between the strings in a path to be at least 1 l/12. Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that a, and a, from path A interfere with bf and b, belonging to path B, respectively, where bJ-appears before b, in path B. This assumption implies that a, appears before u2 in path A, since otherwise the string b, would be periodic, because of the large amount of overlaps involved in the interferences.
By lemma 11, the fact that a, interferes with bf implies that the predecessor of a, in A has a large overlap with the successor of bs in B, but this overlap would violate a negative string. (Note that a1 is not the head of path A since otherwise there will be no interference.) However since u2 interferes with b,, merging the predecessor of a1 with a2 would also violate this same negative string. This is a contradiction since the predecessor of a, overlaps a lot with a2 in path A and there is only one way of overlapping the two strings by a large amount. 0 Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that aS of path A interferes with b1 of path B and b2 of path B interferes with a, of path A. This implies that b2 is behind b1 in B since otherwise af and a,. would be periodic.
The fact af interferes with bi implies that the predecessor of a,. has a large overlap with the successor of bl in B, and thus with b2, but such an overlap would violate some negative string. Hence the fact that b, interferes with a, implies that the subpath of A before a, contains the same negative string, a contradiction.
q
We now do a preliminary estimate on the total length increase caused by the interferences. Let g2 be { pl, . . . , p,}, where 1(1 p1 I) 2 ... 3 l(lp, I). Every time there is an interference, we charge a cost equal to the minimum length of the two involved paths. Obviously the worst scenario is that the interferences involve as many lower-indexed paths as possible and all involved paths have the same length. By the above lemmas, a path pi can get charged at most i-1 times. Clearly the total number of interferences is at most 1 YI < Isrl. Thus the worst case happens when m =(2 1~~1)"~ (roughly), pi This already gives a non-trivial upper bound O(l~rl~'~) on the total length increase caused by the interferences. We can improve this bound to O(IS~I~'~) by studying the structure of interferences in more detail. But we know that a merge between bf and a, violates a negative string. This negative string must also be violated by a merge of b, to af because no negative string contains a positive string. But from df to d,, all the merges do not violate negative strings. Therefore it must be the case that either the merge of d, and af or the merge of d, and b, violates the negative string.
We have shown that both of these cases are not possible. The lemma follows. 0
We next prove a simple combinatorial lemma.
Lemma 15. Let S be a set of size k. Suppose S 1, . . . , Sk are k subsets of S such that SinSj<c,fir any i#j and some constant C. Then Ci_, JSiJ<O(k3").
Proof. It suffices to show that at most $-1 of the subsets Si, . . . , Sk can have (c+ l)$ or more elements. Suppose for the contradiction that Si, . . . , SJk have (c + 1),/k or more elements. Then 1 S1 I+ . . . + 1 SJk I> (c + 1)k. However, this is impossible since these subsets can share at most (2 )c <kc elements totally. q
The above upper bound is actually tight since one can construct the subsets such that ISinSjl~l for any i#j and CfE11Silak3". Recall that m is the number of paths in g2. Obviously m<lsyl. It follows from Lemmas 14 and 15 that the total number of interferences is 0(m3").
Lemma 16. The total length increase caused by interferences is O(IS~I~'~).
Proof. We estimate the cost of the interferences as before. Let 5~7~ be {pi, . . . ,p,}, where I(p,) 2 I( p,). Again, for each interferences we charge a cost equal to the minimum length of the two involved paths to the shorter path. The worst scenario is still that the interferences involve as many lower-indexed paths as possible and all involved paths have the same length. Now, according to Lemma 14, the worst case happens when m = n 2/3 there are totally ( sy ( interferences among pi, p2, . . . , pm, and , 
Proof. (Idea).
Observe that using each negative string in N, a path can only interfere some other path just once. Thus each negative string can cause no more than O(n) extra cost. Hence the resulting superstring is of length O(n) following the proof of Theorem 7. 0
Concluding remarks
We have given polynomial-time linear approximation algorithms for two special cases of the shortest consistent superstring problem. It still remains open if a polynomial-time linear approximation algorithm exists for the general case. We suspect that our O(n4j3) upper bound on the performance of a greedy algorithm, in the special case when no negative strings contain positive strings, can be improved to O(n).
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